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Firefighter

Paramedic
The main duties of a paramedic are
to: respond to emergency, provide
emergency medical care or care in

route to other medical facilities, and
use proper techniques for first aid,

medical treatments, etc.

Pilot
An aircraft pilot or aviator is
a person who controls the

flight of an aircraft by
operating its directional

flight controls.

Doctor
A doctor is someone who is
experienced and certified to

practice medicine to help maintain
or restore physical and mental
health. A doctor is tasked with

interacting with patients, diagnosing
medical problems and successfully

treating illness or injury. 

Electrician
An electrician is a

tradesperson  specializing in 
 electrical wiring of buildings,
transmission lines, stationary

machines, and related
equipment.

Dairy Farmer
A dairy farmer is a person

who works on a dairy farm,
taking care of cows who

produce milk that can be
turned into consumable

dairy products. 

Firefighters protect the public
from the dangers of fire and

other hazards by controlling and
putting out fires. They also

provide pre-hospital care after
rescuing people and provide

emergency paramedical
services.
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Bee Keeper

Police Officer
A police officer is a warranted law
employee of a police force. Police
officers  do things like apprehend 
 suspects and work in prevention,
detection, and reporting of crime,
protection and assistance of the

general public, and the maintenance
of public order.

Mine Geologist
Mining geology is an applied science

which combines the principles of
economic geology and mining

engineering to the development of a
defined mineral resource. Mining
geologists and engineers work to

develop an identified ore deposit to
economically extract the ore.

Doctor

A nurse is a person who is trained
to give care to people who are sick

or injured. Nurses work with
doctors and other health care

workers to make patients well and
to keep them fit and healthy.

Radio Broadcasting

Announcers and other
broadcasters read news, sports,
weather, commercial and public

service messages and host
entertainment and information

programs for broadcast on radio
or television. 

IMAX Film Maker
Film makers are the persons

responsible for taking the concept
for a film project, whether it be

movie, advertisement or training
video, and turning it into a finished

film by assembling a cast and/or
crew and “shooting” the sequences.

A beekeeper is a person who keeps  bees.
Beekeepers are also called honey

farmers, or apiarists. The term beekeeper
refers to a person who keeps bees in

beehives, boxes, or other receptacles. 
 

Nurse
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